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Introduction:
1. Nasc, Migrant and Refugee Rights Centre is a non-governmental organisation based in Cork City,
Ireland. Nasc, the Irish word for ‘link’, empowers migrants to realise and fulfil their rights. Nasc
works with migrants and refugees to advocate and lead for change within Ireland’s immigration and
protection systems, to ensure fairness, access to justice and the protection of human rights.
2. Nasc, founded in May 2000, has over two decades of experience supporting refugees, asylum
seekers and ethnic minority communities in Ireland. Through our various projects including our free
legal service, our migrant youth project and our education and employment project for refugee
women, Nasc provides information, advice and support to over 1,200 people annually. Nasc also
provides support in the form of referrals and training to mainstream services working with migrant
and ethnic minority communities.
3. This submission is directly informed by our day-to-day experiences working with migrants,
refugees, asylum seekers and ethnic minorities living in Ireland. This submission aims to identify
issues disproportionately impacting Ireland’s migrant, asylum seeking and ethnic minority
communities.
Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture & immigration-related detention
4. Ireland accepted recommendations to ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention against
Torture (OPCAT)i noting that the State would ratify OPCAT once legislation on National Preventative
Mechanisms was enacted. This has not been done to date however the State has recently
committedii to pass legislation to ratify and implement the Optional Protocol to the Convention
Against Torture by quarter 4 of 2021.
5. In 2018 Nasc published a research reportiii detailing the experience of those placed in
immigration-related detention in Ireland. The report found that those detained for immigrationrelated offences were routinely detained with detainees on remand and convicted prisoners. The
report also found that those detained on the basis of an immigration related offence were unable to
access basic facilities such as the right to access legal advice for issues related to residence,
detention and deportationiv.
6. The Irish State has committed to building a facility close to Dublin Airport to provide for dedicated
detention facilitiesv however the status of this project is now unknown. More recent plans to have a
dedicated wing in one prison reserved for immigration-related detainees have been postponedvi.

Recommendation: Ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatm

Ensure that immigration-related detainees are not detained in prisons and are provided with the right not to be held incommunic

Remit of the Ombudsman for Children

7. Ireland supported a recommendationvii to facilitate the Ombudsman to investigate claims from
children that find themselves in a situation of irregular migration. Since 2017 children in the asylum
seekers accommodation units can complain to the Ombudsman for Children’s Office. However,
asylum-seeking children are still unable to make a complaint about the refugee status determination
process to the Ombudsman. Undocumented children who are in the process of regularising their
immigration status are also unable to bring complaints to the Ombudsman with regard to their
immigration status determination.

Recommendation: Extend the remit of the Ombudsman for Children’s Office to include oversight of immigration and/or internationa

Racism and Discrimination
8. Ireland supported recommendations to take action to combat hate speechviii and hate crimeix and
to introduce a National Action Plan Against Racismx and partially accepted recommendations to with
regard to racism and xenophobiaxi.
(a) National Action Plan Against Racism
9. Ireland has not delivered a new National Action Plan Against Racism. In Ireland’s interim reportxii,
Ireland provided the welcome update that the State formed a new Anti-Racism Committee in 2019,
with a mandate to review current evidence and practice and make recommendations to
Government. We await any updates from the Committee. Ireland’s interim report also notes that
the Government has developed a National Migrant Integration Strategy (2017-2020) which has
Combating Racism and Xenophobia within its remit. However, concerns have been raised about the
efficacy of the National Migrant Integration Strategy particularly as the Strategy itself excludes,
almost entirely, applicants for international protection (asylum seekers) from its purview.

Recommendation: Introduce a National Action Plan Against Racism which includes all migrants, international protection applicants a

(b) Hate-based offences in Ireland
10. The sole legislation in force in Ireland to deal with hate-based offences is the Prohibition of the
Incitement to Hatred Act, 1989 (the 1989 Act)xiii. Forms of hate speech other than incitement are not
covered the 1989 Act. A report by the State on the review of the 1989 Act, Legislating for Hate
Speech and Hate Crime in Ireland: Report on the Public Consultation 2020, (Public Consultation
Report 2020) notes that the legislation “is effectively not useful in practical terms for prosecution of
incitement to hatred.”xiv
11. In the absence of specific legislation to deal with criminal offences carried out with a hate
‘motivation’, a sentencing judge has a non-statutory power to take into account racism or any other
hate motivation as an aggravating factor when sentencing for a criminal offence. However, there is
no disaggregated data available on how often this non-statutory power is exercised by the Irish
judiciary as the hate motivation is not recorded formally on the court records or in the offender’s
own records. The Public Consultation Report 2020 recommended the introduction of one
consolidated piece of legislation to deal with hate crime and incitement to hatred.
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12. The Department of Justice Strategy Statement 2021-2023xv commits to introducing specific Hate
Crime legislation (on the basis of an aggregated offence model) within 12 months of the formation
of the Governmentxvi. The Department of Justice Action Plan 2021 commits to introducing Hate
Crime legislation by Quarter 4 of 2021xvii.

Recommendation: Introduce comprehensive legislation to deal with hate crime using the ‘aggravated offence’ model.
Immigration Policy
13. Ireland partially supported a recommendation to continue to have a broad and flexible
immigration policyxviii. There have been some positive developments including the introduction of a
regularisation scheme for undocumented international studentsxix. We also welcome the proposed
introduction of a regularisation of undocumented migrants in Quarter 4 of 2021xx.
14. Ireland’s immigration system is primarily based on policy rather than legislation; this contributes
to uncertainty and inconsistency of outcomes for immigrants. There is no statutory rightxxi in Irish
law to family reunification for Irish citizens living in Irelandxxii. In practice this disproportionately
impacts naturalised Irish citizens who are more likely to have formed family relationships outside of
the State.
15. Applications made for residency, both from within and outside of the State, can often be
extremely lengthy. Although the Department of Justice sets out estimated time frames for
applications these constitute business targets rather than legal obligations and are, in Nasc’s
experience, rarely achieved. No legislative provisions exist to limit the length of time the State may
take to process an immigration or visa applicationxxiii with the result that visa and residency
applications can take well in excess of a year to process extending to multiple years for complex
casesxxiv. Although the delays have been exacerbated since the beginning of Covid-19 restrictions in
March 2020, there were already significant delays before then.
16. Ireland does not have a permanent residence status for non-EEA migrantsxxv. This leads to
insecurity of residence for migrants who may find their immigration status revoked or not renewed
for reasons such as absences from the State or being convicted of a criminal offence even after
spending years living in Ireland. This particularly impacts migrants from countries which forbid dual
citizenship and who wish to retain citizenship from their country of origin. Further there are no clear
rules on the length of permitted absences from the State so the decision on whether a length of
absence from the State is in breach of the conditions of an immigration residence permit is often at
the discretion of an immigration official.
17. Ireland does not provide for a statutory right to retain immigration status for migrant victims of
domestic, sexual or gender-based violence (DSGBV). Migrants who have an immigration permit
granted based on their family relationship to a sponsor, indefinitely (or at least until such time as
they naturalise as Irish citizens) have their immigration status tied to that of the sponsor. In cases of
DSGBV, migrant may make a discretionary applicationxxvi to the Department of Justice to request an
independent residence status. Ireland’s policy has not been updated in the wake of new legislation –
the Domestic Violence Act, 2018 which recognised a new offence of coercive control, undocumented
migrants are excluded from the policy remit and the type of documentation requested as evidence
of domestic violence is often very difficult to obtain and does not reflect the lived experience of
migrant victims of domestic violence.
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Recommendations: Introduce comprehensive immigration legislation to place family reunification for Irish citizens and non-EEA nati
Place deadlines for processing immigration applications on a statutory footing.
Introduce a permanent resident immigration status.
Provide for an automatic independent right of residence for migrants after 2 years of temporary residence in the State.
Place the right to apply for independent residence for victims of DSGBV on a statutory footing.

Asylum Seekers (International Protection Applicants) and International Protection
Beneficiaries
18. Ireland accepted a recommendation to speed up the determination of refugee status
applicationsxxvii and to apply international standards to the treatment of refugees and asylum
seekers.
(a) Delays in decision making
19. In its interim report Ireland noted that as of the end of 2019, an applicant for international
protection could expect to receive a first instance decision on their application within 11-12 months
in the case of applications without complicationsxxviii. The median processing time has again
increased. In 2020 the median processing time for a first instance decision in all international
protection applications was 17.6 monthsxxix. As of the end of January 2021, there were 5,279 cases
pending with the International Protection Office for a first instance decision and of those, 3991 cases
had been pending for 12 months or longerxxx. Despite Ireland receiving only 1,566 applicationsxxxi for
international protection in 2020, there were a total of 5,279 cases pending a first instance
decisionxxxii.
20. In 2019 the government appointed an independent Advisory Groupxxxiii to advise on the
development of a long-term approach to the provision of supports to people in the international
protection process and to set out a process for achieving those supports. The Report of the Advisory
Group on the Provision of Support including Accommodation to Persons in the International
Protection Processxxxiv (Day Report) recommended that all first instance decisions should be made in
a time frame that ensures decisions will be taken within 6 months from the date of the application
for international protectionxxxv. The Day Report further recommends that a once-off case processing
panel should be constituted to deal with the backlog of cases with a view to granting an immigration
permission to anyone waiting two years or more for a final decision on their international protection
application as of January 2021xxxvi.

Recommendations: Implement Recommendation 3.1 of the Day Report to ensure that decisions on international protection will be t
Implement Recommendation 6.7 of the Day Report to deal with the backlog of international protection applications.

(b) Accommodation (Direct Provision)
21. Applicants for international protection can avail of accommodation and other facilities/services,
under what is commonly known as the Direct Provision system in Ireland. The system has been
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widely criticisedxxxvii. There are currently 44 direct provision centres across Ireland; of those 10
provide full or partial own-door accommodation and 32 provide access to own cooking facilities in
communal kitchens or private cooking facilities. Since 2018, Ireland has been unable to provide
sufficient accommodation spaces within direct provision centres and has resorted to using
emergency accommodation centres, most of which are not suitable for long stay
accommodationxxxviii. The majority of emergency accommodation centres provide for dormitory style
accommodation with no cooking facilities or private spaces. The situation of people living in Direct
Provision and emergency accommodation centres has worsened considerably over the course of
2020 with restrictions imposed because of Covid-19xxxix.
22. Nasc welcomes the commitment by the Irish government to end Direct Provisionxl and the
commitments in the subsequent White Paperxli which set out plans to close direct provision centres
and establish new accommodation and support services by 2024. It is essential that the process of
transitioning international protection applicants out of direct provision centres begins before 2024
and the government need to set out a clear plan to meet their 2024 target.
Recommendation: Implement the commitments in the White Paper to end Direct Provision by 2024.

(c) Vulnerability Assessments
23. In 2018 Ireland transposed the recast EU Reception Conditions Directive into Irish lawxlii which
included a legal obligation to assess whether applications for international protection may be
deemed to have special reception needs.xliii A Vulnerability Assessment Process was only rolled out in
December 2020 and as of March 2021 continues to operate only on a pilot basis, being extended to
all new applicants for international protection from February 2021xliv. As of 21st January 2021, only
four assessments in total had taken place as part of the pilotxlv.

Recommendation: Meet the legal obligation to provide a comprehensive and ongoing vulnerability assessment process to all applica

(d) Family reunification
24. Ireland partially accepted four recommendations relating to the family reunification of
refugeesxlvi. The International Protection Act 2015 (2015 Act) reformed Irish law on refugee family
reunification and removed the right for refugees and persons eligible for subsidiary protection to
apply for dependent family members including parents, adult children, siblings and wards. The
narrow definition of a family in the 2015 Act does not account for the reality of refugee families
which can often include orphaned children who have been informally ‘adopted’ by relatives. The
exclusion of dependent adult children from family reunification is particularly egregious given the
long delays in the Irish international protection system. Refugees waiting for years to receive a
refugee declaration may find that their teenage children have become young adults and are no
longer eligible to reunify with the refugee in Ireland. These restrictions have had the effect of
undermining the family lives of refugee familiesxlvii.
25: In 2017, the International Protection (Family Reunification) (Amendment) Billxlviii was brought
before the Oireachtas. The Bill would have alleviated the harshest restrictions imposed by the 2015
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Act and received the support of the Oireachtas Committee on Justice and Equalityxlix. Despite wide
support from opposition parties, the Bill was opposed by the then-minority government party who
prevented it from passing out of Committee Stage by refusing to pass a ‘money message’.l

Recommendation: Pass the International Protection (Family Reunification) (Amendment) Bill to restore family reunification right for

Access to Justice

26. Ireland has placed significant barriers between immigration and asylum litigants and justice. In
2018 the Irish High Court issued a new Practice Direction (Direction HC 81)li laying down rules to
regulate asylum and immigration Judicial Review litigation. Under the Practice Direction, in order to
bring any ex parte application, applicants are obliged to provide all documents relevant to the
proceedings and also all documents relevant to every past immigration or protection decision made
in relation to every applicant in the proceedings. Failure to comply with these requirements may
have severe legal costs consequences for applicants who lack the means and supports to meet them.
Financial legal aid is generally not available for such cases which leaves applicants (who are generally
of little or no means) dependent on sourcing a private solicitor who is willing to take a case on a “no
foal, no fee” basis. These onerous documentation requirements together with strict time limits make
it less likely that a solicitor will be willing to engage in this type of work.
27. HC 81 places a severe and disproportionate set of burdens on applicants for judicial review and
their legal representatives which are above and beyond those required of litigants in other judicial
review proceedings without placing similar obligations on respondents. Individuals and families
contemplating immigration and asylum litigation are some of the most vulnerable and marginalised
in Irish society. HC 81 effectively curtails access to justice for a group most in need of it.

Recommendation: The onerous documentary requirements and prohibitive penalties introduced by HC81 should be removed and re

Legal aid should be available for judicial review cases that have an arguable case, particularly where cases relate to matters of public
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